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Abstract: Background: Early diagnosis of breast cancer is crucial to the survival of breast cancer patients. In the last years, improved technology has been adopted to aid data collection and store patient’s information in a database. Data mining may be used on such databases to come up with patterns that can help in predictability of diseases such as cancer. Use of statistical models may be used to aid doctors and not substitute their opinion. One search model is an artificial neural network model (ANN). Methods: Secondary data was collected from Kenyatta National Hospital (KNH), which is Kenya’s national referral hospital located in the capital city, Nairobi. A total of 370 breast cancer patients’ information was obtained from both the inpatient and outpatient files. A three layer feed-forward artificial neural network was trained using 320 records. The ANN model obtained was used to predict malignancy in the remaining data set. A logistic regression was used to test which independent variables were significant. Receiver operating curve (ROC) was used to evaluate the ANN’s discriminative performance. Coefficient of determination (R²) was used to evaluate the goodness of fit. Results: ANN demonstrated a superior sensitivity performance over the logistic regression. There were no false positive and no false negative, however for the logistic regression there were seven false positives and eight false negative. The full logistic regression model showed that there were 4 significant independent variables. A reduced logistic regression model was obtained which consisted of 5 independent variables down from 21. ANN was found to have better discriminative performance (AUC=1) as compared to logistic regression (AUC=0.98909). Conclusions: The authors’ artificial neural network has high discriminative performance and can accurately predict breast cancer
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1. Introduction

A. Background information

Breast cancer in Africa occurs at an earlier age as compared to Europe according to Abdulrahman, G. et al (2012)[5]. According to International Agency for Research on Cancer (2013) [7], the cause of high mortality in Eastern Africa is because cancer is presented at late stage.

This study was carried out in Kenya which is a developing country in Eastern Africa. Kenyatta National Hospital (KNH) is Kenya’s national referral hospital located in the country’s capital city, Nairobi. It was founded in 1901 and is the oldest hospital in the country. In the period 1981-1985, 417 new cases of breast cancer was reported in Kenyatta National Hospital. Breast cancer contributed 5% of all malignancies. The female incidence rate was 1.08 per 100 000 persons. This incidence rate has been on the increase over the years according to the Nairobi Cancer Registry [9].

Early diagnosis of breast cancer is crucial to the survival of breast cancer patient. Use of statistical models may be used to aid doctors and not substitute their point of view. One search model is an artificial neural network model (ANN). This study focused on use of a computer aided diagnosis to help radiologists and oncologists in diagnosis of breast cancer.

B. Review of the previous studies

A research done by Ayer T et al (2010) on Breast Cancer Risk Estimation with Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) showed that ANN can be effective in discriminating between cancerous and non-cancerous abnormalities of the breast for individuals [1]. They built a feed-forward ANN of size 1000. The authors also compared logistic regression and artificial neural network, where ANN was found to have superior discriminative ability. Their models consisted of 36 independent variables.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Data collection

Secondary data was collected from Kenyatta National Hospital. Data collected was for the years 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2014. Demographic factors and mammographic findings of patients at risk of breast cancer were used as independent variables. The dependent variable was biopsy outcome. However, not all patients in the above period were included in the data due to missing information in their files.

2.2 Ethical Clearance

This study was approved by the KNH/ UoN-ERC committee. The committee is a joint board between KNH and University of Nairobi.

2.3 Artificial neural network model

A neural network contains three layers namely input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The input-output map consists of d input nodes, H hidden nodes and an activation function.

\[
Z(x; \theta) = \sum_{i=1}^{d} \alpha_i q_i(x)
\]

Finally, the output Z (x; θ) of the net is the value
Training of the network
The weights of network are chosen such that the error is minimal. Quasi Newton Method was used in this study. This method was independently developed by the authors: Broyden, Fletcher and Goldfarb. It’s commonly known to as the BFGS method.

Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a category of generalized linear models. It is used to model discrete outcomes which are binary. The logistic function is given as:

\[
I(x; \theta) = \psi(z(x)) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-z(x)}}
\]

(2)

3. Results

R software was used for data analysis
- Dependent variable was breast cancer biopsy outcome
- Independent variables were:
  - Independent variable Measurement
  - Age (<35, 35-55, >55)
  - Sex (Male, Female)
  - Menopause
  - (Pre-menopause, peri-menopause, post menopause)
  - Number of children (>6, 4-6, 1-3, 0)
  - Age at first birth (≤30, >30, NA)
  - Use of hormonal contraceptives (None Use)
  - Personal history (Present, Not present)
  - Family history (Present, Not present)
  - Prior breast surgery (Present, Not present)
  - Education level (Beyond high school, High school, Primary and below)
  - Mass size (None, <2cm, 2-5cm, >5cm)
  - Pain (Present, Not present)
  - Nipple discharge (Present, Not present)
  - Breast swelling (Present, Not present)
  - Breast density (Present, Not present)
  - Calcification (Present, Not present)

3.1 Descriptive statistics of the data

Biopsy outcome was coded as 0=benign and 1=malignant.

3.1.1 Age

Majority of breast cancer patients were between ages 35-55 with a frequency of 179. The age 35-55 was coded as 1 as shown below. The age group<35 was coded as 0 and >55 was coded as 2.

3.1.3 Sex

Male patient was coded as 0 and a female patient was coded as 1. There were more women with breast cancer with a frequency of 302. All male patients had cancer with a frequency of 5.

3.2 Artificial neural network model

A 3 layer feed forward neural network was fitted. The specific model was defined as shown below

\[
nn.nnet=nnet (newx, y, data=datatrain, size=23, entropy=T, abstol=0.0001)
\]

3.3 Identifying the number of hidden nodes

The optimal number of hidden nodes was the node with the highest coefficient of determination (R²). A neural network of size [1-24] was matched with the respective R² value. R² was iterated 1000 times and the mean was obtained for each size of the ANN. Hence a curve of R² against the respective...
hidden nodes was plotted to determine the optimal number of nodes as shown above. The optimal size was found to be 23 with an R² of 0.996

3.4 Sensitivity analysis for the ANN

Sensitivity = 1 \{ (Misclassification Error when Response = TRUE)  
Specificity = 1 \{ (Misclassification Error when Response = FALSE)  

There were no false positives and no false negatives. Hence artificial neural network has a very good predictive capability

3.5 Receiver operating Curve for the neural network

3.6 Logistic regression

- Model selection
  The significant independent variables at 5% level of significance were
  - Age
    Patients aged between 35-55 years were at a higher risk of breast cancer.
  - Education
    Patients who had an education level of primary and below were at a higher risk of breast cancer. This could be due to ignorance
  - Breast density
    Patients with dense breast are deemed to have a higher risk of breast cancer.
  - Calcification
    Patients with micro-calcification are at a higher risk of breast cancer  

  (As shown in appendix [i])
  Out of the 21 variables, only 4 variables were significant, hence a reduced model was deemed necessary

3.7 Obtaining a reduced model using stepAIC for stepwise regression

Hence the reduced model was found to be:

```
Call: glm(formula = biopsy ~ age + meno + b.density + calcif,  
        family = binomial(link), data = datatrain)  

Coefficients:
(Intercept)    age1    age2    meno1    meno2    ph1    b.density    calcif
  -3.287     1.901     2.855   -2.961   -0.187     3.288     3.554     5.553

Degrees of Freedom: 319 Total (i.e. Null);  312 Residual
Null Deviance: 294
Residual Deviance: 79.5    AIC: 96.5
```

However even though personal history was not significant in the full model, it was included in the reduced model. Personal history is known to be a high risk factor for breast cancer. A patient who had had breast cancer in one breast can have recurrence of cancer in the same breast, in the other breast or in both breasts.

3.8 Sensitivity analysis

There were 7 false positives and 8 false negative.
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3.9 Receiver Operating Curve for the logistic regression

AUC for logistic model was 0.9890909 while AUC for ANN was 1. Hence ANN was found to be a better model than logistic regression model in terms of discrimination capability.

3.10 Predicting biopsy outcome using test data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted ANN output</th>
<th>Original biopsy outcome</th>
<th>Predicted logistic output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0000000000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0078638287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0000000000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9999475275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000009390</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0495028208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9999981442</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9974520437</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The predicted outcome was approximately the same as the original biopsy outcome for both models.

4. Summary and Conclusions

The authors’ artificial neural network has high discriminative performance and can accurately predict breast cancer risks.

According to the authors’ logistic regression the following were the crucial breast cancer risks: age, menopause age, personal history, education, breast density and micro-calcification.

Most breast cancer patients were aged between 35-55 years which is a younger age compared to the age of breast cancer patients in developed countries.

5. Limitations

- Missing information in patients files
- Long duration to obtain ethical clearance

6. Recommendations

The Kenyan government should increase breast cancer awareness campaign. Kenyatta National Hospital should computerize all patients’ information to reduce missing information. Further research using a larger data set is recommended.
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Appendices

[i]

Call:
glm(formula = biospy ~ age + sex + mano + n.child + first.birth + pilis + pil_c + l.node + progr + pain + n.dischar + b.swell + b.density + calcif, family = binomial, data = datetrain)

Deviance Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-2.4656 0.0016 0.0086 0.0431 2.4467

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -3.4360 1.5120 -2.275 0.0229 *
age -0.0452 0.0117 -3.840 0.0001 **
sex -0.7176 0.5108 -1.402 0.1607
menol -2.7575 1.2650 -2.195 0.0286 *
menol -0.0849 0.1570 -0.539 0.5942
N.child1 1.1453 1.9799 0.575 0.5646
N.child2 1.1704 1.9771 0.586 0.5582
N.child3 11.2076 4.9958 2.251 0.0246 *
first.birthl -0.5781 0.6295 -0.919 0.3604
first.birth2 -0.3775 0.6264 -0.603 0.5464
pilisl 0.9447 0.1377 6.872 0.0000 ***
phil 1.6545 0.7156 2.323 0.0206 *
b.surgl -1.0038 1.0822 -0.927 0.3570
edul 1.2965 0.6541 1.970 0.0486 *
m.age -0.0353 0.0187 -1.866 0.0629
m.age2 0.0620 0.0146 4.242 0.0000 ***
m.age3 1.2643 0.6501 1.939 0.0535
m.age4 1.4293 0.6501 2.219 0.0266 *
durationl 0.1874 0.1421 1.319 0.1877

duration2 2.0360 0.4816 4.231 0.0000 ***
s.retreatl 0.0407 0.0232 1.753 0.0799
skin1 0.0508 0.0090 0.688 0.4920
l.node1 -0.0071 0.0096 -0.733 0.4623
progrl 0.9439 0.1377 6.872 0.0000 ***
psml -0.1507 0.0868 -1.753 0.0799
n.dischar -0.4706 0.1530 -3.084 0.0021 ***
b.swell1 1.5275 1.0347 1.475 0.1409
b.density1 4.6694 1.2356 3.763 0.0000002 ***
calcif 7.0962 1.9128 3.700 0.000018 ***

---
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)

Null deviance: 333.462 on 319 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 244.576 on 288 degrees of freedom

AIC: 510.1

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 16

[ii]

Call: glm(formula = biospy ~ age + sex + mano + n.child + first.birth + pilis + pil_c + l.node + progr + pain + n.dischar + b.swell + b.density + calcif, family = binomial, data = datetrain)

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -3.267 2.921 -1.11 0.267
age 1.901 1.530 1.243 0.216
menol -0.018 0.522 -0.03 0.975
N.child1 1.9491 0.480 4.083 0.0000027 ***
N.child2 1.067 0.480 2.219 0.027
N.child3 1.167 0.480 2.431 0.015
first.birthl 0.494 0.480 1.035 0.301
first.birth2 0.494 0.480 1.035 0.301
pilisl 0.555 0.287 1.939 0.053
phil 1.680 0.287 5.861 0.0000 ***
b.surgl 0.203 0.287 0.703 0.485
edul 0.391 0.287 1.359 0.174
m.age -0.035 0.015 -2.253 0.024
m.age2 0.062 0.015 4.214 0.0000 ***
m.age3 1.264 0.015 80.714 0.0000 ***
m.age4 1.429 0.015 90.429 0.0000 ***
durationl 0.011 0.023 0.480 0.631
duration2 2.036 0.480 4.231 0.0000 ***
s.retreatl 0.041 0.023 1.778 0.076
skin1 0.051 0.009 5.641 0.0000 ***
l.node1 -0.008 0.009 -0.880 0.380
progrl 0.944 0.009 102.814 0.0000 ***
psml -0.119 0.009 -12.652 0.0000 ***
n.dischar -0.471 0.017 -27.647 0.0000 ***
b.swell1 1.528 0.017 90.154 0.0000 ***
b.density1 4.669 0.017 270.714 0.0000 ***
calcif 7.096 0.017 416.453 0.0000 ***

---
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)

Null deviance: 333.462 on 319 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 244.576 on 288 degrees of freedom

AIC: 510.1

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 16
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